Agenda: Meeting 4  
Coastal/Infrastructure Preparation/Adaptation Working Group  
Tuesday, September 11, 2007  
9 a.m. - Noon  
Department of Ecology Headquarters Building  
Room 2S-23

Call-In number 1-800-704-9804 (Group members use PIN code. Other interested parties may listen at 800-704-9804, code 784483#.)

To reach the room at Ecology: Go to second floor above entrance. Go down hallway (away from elevators etc.) Go clear to end and through what looks like an exit. And there, oddly enough, is Room 2S-23...

Agenda

9:00  Introductions
  o Review agenda and intended outcomes of meeting
  o Comments/discussion re: summary notes of previous meeting

9:10  Linkage between PAWG and CIG HB 1303 Coastal Sector Report - Daniel Huppert, CIG (invited). Hopefully, we can discuss linkages and parallel efforts with CIG staff assigned to the Coastal sector report. (Same Scope doc as last meeting.)

9:20  Update on briefing with Jay Manning re: SLR – Tom Clingman

9:30  Impacts of Rising Sea Levels on Puget Sound Shorelines – Hugh Shipman, Ecology. Hugh will discuss and illustrate through photos SLR vulnerability of different shoreline types and land uses around Puget Sound. We will discuss what the existing generalized mapping provides and misses – and the next logical steps toward clarifying SLR vulnerability for decision makers, property owners and others.

10:30 Break

10:45 Priority Early Action Strategies and Priorities for Research.
  • Identify “2 to 3” PAWG priorities each for 1.) Action and 2.) Research.
  • Priority Recommendation Assignments: Propose that we task individuals/teams with fleshing out the priority items. To extent feasible, we will use the Report Outline prepared by Hedia as our guide to describing each proposed priority.

11:45 Next meeting topics and confirm assignments

12:00 Adjourn. Lunch available in cafeteria for those wanting to continue dialogue

Support materials for the meeting:
- Summary notes of 8/20 PAWG meeting
- Notes from 8/30/07 SLR briefing with Jay Manning
- HB 1303 Coastal Sector Scope: Daniel Huppert, CIG
- PPT from Hugh Shipman
- Table: Coastal PAWG Actions and Criteria from 8/20.
- Report format from Hedia Adelsman

Background materials for this meeting may be viewed at http://www.ecy.wa.gov/climatechange/cat_pawg_overview.htm